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Our Approach to Responsible Investments

Foreword
We aim to deliver sustainable, risk-adjusted outperformance
to clients for the long term. Our approach to responsibility is
critical to achieving this.
Engaging directly with companies, together with long-term
thinking that integrates Environmental, Social and Corporate
Governance (ESG) issues into investment decisions, has been at
the heart of our investment approach for many years. In 2016 we
published our first ESG annual report as a means of illustrating the
integration of ESG factors into how we invest, manage and realise
value and also to report our activities as responsible investors.
We believe that the steps we have taken have made a positive
impact on our investments; however we acknowledge that there
is more to do.
In 2017 we have focused on the continued enhancement of our
existing processes to ensure that they reflect our long-standing
commitment to responsible investment through changing
markets. We have also expanded our efforts to ensure that our
approach encompasses all the areas of our business. There are
several areas where we have made notable progress, including
increasing the number of visits to corporate factories, which
enables us to better assess the culture and sustainability
position of a company. As we move into 2018, our focus will
be on further enhancing and deepening the integration of our
ESG capabilities, both as investors and as individuals. We will
build on our active ownership, engaging with the companies in
which we invest, to encourage continued improvements. We will
strive to increase transparency and assure our clients that we are
delivering returns in a responsible manner.
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Our Approach to Responsible
Investment
Integration
ESG factors can have a material impact on shareholder value and long term investment performance.
ESG analysis can contribute to identifying long term industry leaders and potentially reduce investment
risk by providing greater insight into how companies operate. The strength of a company’s competitive
position and the management of ESG risks and opportunities have become more important than ever,
and are key to supporting long term sustainable returns. The inclusion of these ESG factors into an
investment process has consequently become crucial.

Benefits

Approach
Responsible
Investment

Higher
Cash Returns

We define responsible investment as investing in those companies that
are committed to responsible business practices in terms of
environmental, social, and corporate governance considerations, as well
as where there is a culture of excellence and a strong capital discipline.

Stronger ESG tends to correlate with higher
profitability and cash returns. Companies in
the first quartile, in terms of their focus on
ESG issues, on average generate Cash
Return on Capital Invested (CROCI) that is
25% higher than the sector average1.

ESG Integration
We do not exclude particular companies from our investable universe on
the basis of their participation in certain industries. Rather, we review
how companies deal with ESG factors and integrate that assessment into
our investment process to support our long-term bottom-up stock
selection.

More
Durable Returns
High return companies typically maintain
those returns for longer when they have
good quality management teams. Our
research shows that a company which has
first quartile ESG scores sustains
above-sector-average CROCI for almost twice
as long as the average.

ESG Analysis
Our primary source for gathering information on how a company deals
with ESG factors is engagement with management, which may take the
form of face to face company meetings or telephone conversations, and
deep analysis of a company’s financial statements and corporate
sustainability strategy from its published reports.
1
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Our Approach to Responsible Investments

“The majority of our bottom-up research effort goes
into assessing the sustainability element of a company’s returns and we do that in a very holistic and comprehensive way.”

Our philosophy is to invest in companies that have a high and sustainable Return on Investment (ROI).
The large majority of our bottom-up research effort goes into assessing the sustainability element of a
company’s returns and we do that in a very holistic and comprehensive way. We consider the evaluation
of ESG factors, along with other factors such as management (ESG is in itself an indication of management
quality), market share, barriers to entry, balance sheet strength, cash generation and profitability, when
determining the sustainability of a company’s returns.

Why it Matters
Stronger
Earnings and Performance

Growing Demand,
Finite Supply

Over longer term horizons, earnings growth
tends to generate shareholder value and
drive equities performance to a greater extent
than multiples. A company that has higher
and more durable returns will, by definition,
generate stronger earnings growth which will
in turn lead to higher equity returns1.

We expect global GDP in the next three decades to exceed the total
output generated over the last two millennia. Exponential growth and
finite supply of human capital, financial capital, natural resources and
the environment’s capacity to absorb the consequences of growth
(greenhouse emissions, pollution and waste production) are increasingly
challenging the financial success of many businesses.

Lower
Cost of Capital

Profiting From Growth
Is Harder

Investors perceive that a company with a
strong ESG focus will have a lower risk
profile and, consequently, a lower cost of
capital1.

Cost inflation, rising capital intensity and increasing competition are
diluting the benefits of demand growth. As demand rises, growing
environmental and social tensions are introducing new cost pressures
and market opportunities across industries like never before. The
strength of a company’s competitive position and its management of
environmental and social risks and opportunities have become more
important than growth exposure in isolation.
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Rather than having dedicated
ESG analysts, all team members
perform and integrate ESG
analysis when researching a
stock. This allows us to better
value and assess stocks, to
completely integrate ESG factors
into our investment process,
and to meaningfully engage
with the companies in which we
invest. We believe this approach
represents the most effective
structure to integrate ESG factors
into investing as we use multiple
sources of ESG information which
require interpretation. Portfolio
managers themselves are best
placed to filter this information
and ascertain how it relates to a
company’s business model and
valuation.

https://www.unpri.org/about/the-six-principles

1
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RBC Global Asset Management
(“RBC GAM”) is a signatory to
the UN Principles on Responsible
Investment (“UNPRI”). We have
been integrating the six UNPRI
Principles1 into our investment
process since the inception of our
Emerging Markets Equity strategy
in April 2010. The six Principles
are designed to be compatible
with the investment styles of
the large institutional investors
that operate within a traditional
fiduciary framework. The six
Principles, listed opposite, have
provided strong independent
endorsement of the approach we
have taken over many years to
invest responsibly on behalf of
our clients.

Our Approach to Responsible Investments

How we incorporate the six principles into our
investment process

1
2
3

INCORPORATING ESG ISSUES INTO INVESTMENT ANALYSIS AND DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES.
Our team has fully integrated an ESG risk analysis into its investment process. We do that primarily
using our own research and scoring system. The key integration tool is our proprietary investment
checklist, which contains 73 questions related to key ESG factors. In addition, we complement our
own research efforts in this area by subscribing to leading ESG providers, such as MSCI ESG and
Sustainalytics, to help evaluate companies’ ESG practices and to help alert us to any ESG-related
controversies.
BEING ACTIVE OWNERS AND INCORPORATING ESG ISSUES INTO OWNERSHIP POLICIES AND PRACTICES.
As a large investor, our team has good access to senior management which enables us to discuss
corporate strategy, policies and attitudes to risk. The ESG questions in our proprietary “Investment
Checklist”, along with controversy alerts from MSCI ESG, enable us to prioritise and target our ESG
engagement with companies on issues of concern.
SEEKING APPROPRIATE DISCLOSURE ON ESG ISSUES BY THE ENTITIES IN WHICH WE INVEST.
Weaknesses in disclosure practices are revealed in our research and data, and are reflected in the ESG
scores in our Investment Checklist. Our engagement activities in recent years have also been directed at
improving the disclosure of ESG-related practices and risks: for example we have encouraged many of
the companies we invest in to commence formal sustainability reporting.

4

PROMOTING ACCEPTANCE AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PRINCIPLES WITHIN THE INVESTMENT
INDUSTRY.

5

WORKING TOGETHER TO ENHANCE OUR EFFECTIVENESS IN IMPLEMENTING THE PRINCIPLES.

6

REPORTING ON OUR ACTIVITIES AND PROGRESS TOWARDS IMPLEMENTING THE PRINCIPLES.

We regularly communicate to our clients and investment consultants the RBC Emerging Markets team’s
approach to the integration and implementation of the Principles.

In addition to RBC GAM’s and our team’s involvement with the UNPRI, we also support a number of
collective initiatives. RBC GAM works collectively with other investors on a number of company-specific
and regulatory/public policy initiatives through the International Corporate Governance Network,
the PRI, the Council of Institutional Investors, the Canadian Coalition for Good Governance and the
Responsible Investment Association.

Through the RBC GAM PRI Transparency Report, and more generally, client and public reports, our team
regularly discloses how ESG issues are integrated within our investment process and where we have
engaged with companies. This annual report forms part of our commitment to transparency on ESG
issues.
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Our Framework
Active Ownership
We discuss ESG issues and engage with
those companies in which we invest on
a regular basis. Engagement allows
us to both share our philosophy and
approach to responsible investment
and to understand how a company’s
governance
and
management
structures
support
operational
excellence. The latter is a useful input
for our investment analysis.

As a long term investor, we are patient
with companies, and give them time to
change on their own terms. We are also
persistent in our efforts to ensure that
companies adopt sound practices that
we believe will support long-term value
creation.
In addition to engagement with
companies to discuss relevant ESG
issues, we also actively vote our shares

across all markets. The Emerging
Markets team works together to discuss
and vote our proxies carefully. This
includes taking voting action against
companies where ESG-related policies
or practices have been unsatisfactory
and where concerns remain and/or
significant controversies have arisen.

Engagement
As part of our research process we
meet regularly with the companies
in which we invest and often discuss
risks and opportunities relating to ESG
factors. We carry out more detailed
engagement with a company on ESGrelated matters when specific issues
have been identified as particularly
relevant for that company.
One element of our approach to
engagement which we believe
really differentiates us is that we
rarely question or second-guess
management’s strategic decisions
8

in areas such as the launch of a new
product, entering a new market, or
even decisions related to mergers and
acquisitions (M&A). Our process puts a
lot of emphasis on management and in
assessing their talent and capabilities
which tends to build trusted
relationships. In the overwhelming
majority of cases, we believe the
management of the companies in our
portfolios are better informed when
it comes to making those types of
decisions, therefore we tend not to
second-guess management in these
areas.

As experienced investors, there are
areas where we feel we can provide
valuable insights. This is particularly
true when it comes to smaller
companies. As an active manager,
we tend to have regular discussions
with a company’s management team
on a variety of issues. However when
we look back at our engagement
activities for 2017 two key topics
have dominated those discussions:
corporate disclosure and long termism.

Our Approach to Responsible Investments

Corporate Disclosure
The improvement of corporate
disclosure is often the subject
of
engagement
with
company
management. While we understand
that there is an initial cost associated
with improving the standards of
disclosure in any area of business (a

burden particularly relevant for small
companies), we encourage companies
to think strategically and consider
these costs as a long term investment.
High standards of disclosure can serve
as a differentiator within competitive
industries; it can foster confidence,

trust and employee loyalty, and it may
also provide firms with better access to
capital, including lower cost of funding.

still be operating in the long term.
One significant area to address in
engagement discussions is investment
in research and development (R&D).
We believe this represents a key
success factor in most industries
within the technology sector.

Throughout 2017 we have met with
many companies where R&D efforts
have clearly slowed and the result
has been the generation of strong
cash flows and large amounts of cash
on the balance sheet. We feel that
that this could be an indication of
future problems and have engaged
with management teams on this
issue. If a company does not have a
valid explanation for its reduction of
R&D spending we would be unlikely
to invest even if, on the surface, the
company appeared to be “ticking all
the right boxes”.

Long Termism
As part of our philosophy, we constantly
remind and encourage companies to
adopt longer term approaches to their
stakeholder relationships as a way to
generate high and sustainable returns
for shareholders. This is particularly
relevant for emerging markets
companies in an area such as ‘hightech’ which has recently become one
of the largest in emerging markets
equities.
During 2017 we have seen many
high tech companies enjoying strong
product cycles and as a result it has
become more difficult to identify which
ones will stand the test of time and

A reduction of investment in R&D
poses a clear risk to the sustainability
of a business and could also be an
indication of other ‘hidden’ issues –
preparing the company for take-over,
paying larger pre-retirement bonuses
to management, or simply meeting
quarterly guidance targets.

9
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Proxy Voting
Proxy voting is a key part of our active
ownership as it allows us to convey
our views to a company’s board and
management team. Voting responsibly
is part of our fiduciary duty and we make
our voting decisions independently,
based on principles enshrined in our
custom Proxy Voting Guidelines.
These Voting Guidelines provide an
overview of the corporate governance
principles we adhere to and how we
will vote on ESG-related issues.
RBC
GAM
has
developed
a
comprehensive set of custom Proxy
Voting Guidelines that detail how we
vote on the most common proposals
put forward at shareholder meetings.
Corporate governance best practices
are constantly evolving and our Proxy
Voting Guidelines are reviewed and
updated
annually.
When
considering
these
recommendations, our Corporate
Governance & Responsible Investment
group also draws upon the expertise
of our investment teams, utilises
research from leading research firms
and engages with companies and other
shareholders, if necessary, to arrive at
our voting decision. RBC also has a
clear policy on managing conflicts of
interest and procedures to protect the
independence of our voting decision
from commercial or other influences.
RBC GAM updates and publishes its
custom Proxy Voting Guidelines on
an annual basis. It engages a proxy
advisor to implement these guidelines
in those jurisdictions where they
are applicable, and to make voting
recommendations in jurisdictions
where our RBC GAM custom guidelines
may not be applicable; this is the
case in many emerging markets
countries. For all these markets, while
we follow our proxy advisor’s regional
guidelines, we still review each
10
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As the Proposal Category table, below
shows, the majority of resolutions
target specific corporate governance
issues which are required under local
stock exchange listing requirements
(e.g., approval of directors, accepting
the report & accounts, approval
of incentive plans and election of
auditors). Since a decision to invest
in a company, at least in part, reflects
our confidence in its management, we
often support management on routine
matters. We will not hesitate to withhold
our support or oppose management,
however, if we believe that it is in the
best interest of shareholders and our
clients to do so.

meeting’s item. Over time we have
found that our proxy voting advisor’s
expertise in each market, especially
in markets with unique governance
conditions such as Korea or Brazil,
generally results in our agreement
with their recommendations. For some
items, however, such as proposed
M&A activity, we will not receive any
initial recommendation from our proxy
advisor and our investment team is
required to express an opinion on all
M&A-related voting, as well as proxy
contests.
Since the inception of the RBC
Emerging Markets Equity strategy we
have voted at 546 meetings; voting for
a total of 5296 proposals and voting
against management 569 times.
Proposal Category

No. of
Proposals

With
Management

Against
Management

% Against
Management

Authorise reissuance of repurchased shares

43

1

42

97.7%

Approve issuance of equity without preemptive
rights

129

70

59

54.7%

Approve remuneration policy or report

62

36

26

41.9%

Elect Director

1592

1349

236

15.1%

Appoint internal statutory auditors

83

72

11

13.3%

Allow Directors to engage in commercial
transactions

37

27

4

12.9%

Elect members of audit committee

159

143

16

10.1%

Authorise Board to fix remuneration of external
auditor(s)

45

42

3

6.7%

Approve remuneration of Directors

491

465

21

4.3%

Approve Auditors and their remuneration/ratify
Auditors

272

261

6

2.2%
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ESG at the country level

No matter how well a company is run, and how well ESG factors are managed, the environment of the
country - or countries - in which a company operates will have an impact on its long term returns and
sustainability.

This section of the report focuses on ESG factors at a country level in order to provide an overall view of the countries in which
we invest. By using third party indices that reflect country level ESG performance over time, we can get an independent view of
how countries in our investable universe score relative to each other, the global average, and how these scores have changed
over time.
Whilst our core ESG analysis is done at a company-specific level, being aware of ESG factors at a country level is useful for our
overall portfolio strategy. In particular, knowing which ESG factors are relatively weak or declining in a specific country, means
we can ensure we address any concerns when we meet with management.
11
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Methodology
For 2017’s update we have added Romania and Kenya to the sample of countries analysed, bringing the number of emerging
and frontier markets we regard as our investable universe to 34.
For the environmental scores we have used Yale University’s Environmental Performance Index (EPI). The EPI measures a country’s performance on environmental issues in two key areas: protection of human health and protection of ecosystems. Within
these two policy objectives the EPI measures national performance in nine areas, each comprised of more than 20 indicators.
For the social scores, we have used Freedom House’s Freedom in the World Index (FWI). The FWI evaluates the state of freedom in 195 countries and is made up of two main sub-categories: political rights and civil liberties. Each country is assigned
a score between zero and four on a series of 25 indicators, for an aggregate score of up to 100.
Finally, for country governance scores we have used The World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Index (GCI). The
GCI measures the quality of governance in 140 countries by combining 114 indicators (grouped into 12 pillars) that capture
concepts that matter for productivity and long term economic development. These pillars are in turn organised into three
sub-indices: basic requirements; efficiency enhancers; and innovation and sophistication factors.
For each of these indices, a country’s scores from four years ago and eight years ago are analysed, in the charts overleaf, so
that any changes over time can be observed.
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Environmental
Index Score Breakdown
The Environmental Performance Index is made up of the following factors:
Environmental Health

Ecosystem Vitality

Health impacts
Air quality
Water and sanitation

Water resources
Agriculture
Forests
Fisheries
Biodiversity and habitat
Climate and energy

Environmental Performance Index by Country
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Source: Yale University - Environmental Performance Index, 2016 Report.

Observations
Within our investable universe there is a large variation in environmental performance as measured by the EPI,
however most of these countries have a 2016 score above the global average which is 67.3.
Encouragingly, the trend over the last eight years has been one of improvement. Almost all the countries covered
have improved their scores in the last eight years, with the notable exceptions of Thailand, Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
UAE, Malaysia and Colombia. Nigeria and Romania have seen their overall scores increase the most, driven by a
large improvement in their Environmental Health sub-index scores.
Over the last eight years Bangladesh has made only a marginal improvement, and it had the worst score in 2016.
At 41.9, its Environmental Health score is particularly low and this is as a result of poor air and water quality
adversely affecting the health of the population. As we are now invested in Bangladesh, this highlights the need
for us to be aware of the environmental impact of operations of the companies in which we invest.
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Social
Index Score Breakdown
The Freedom in the World Index is made up of the following factors:
Political Rights

Civil Liberties

Electoral process
Political pluralism and participation
Functioning of government

Freedom of expression and belief
Associational and organisational rights
Rule of law
Personal autonomy and individual rights

Freedom in the World Index by Country
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Source: Freedom House - Freedom in the World Index, 2017 Report.

Observations
The global average FWI score in 2017 was 58.0, suggesting that the majority of the countries in our investable
universe have populations which enjoy better-than-average political rights and civil liberties. In contrast to the
EPI scores however, most countries have seen a reduction in the level of freedom afforded to their citizens over
the last eight years.
China retains the second lowest score in this area, in sharp contrast to its improving environmental and
governance scores. This demonstrates that although China has continued to open up and liberalise its economy
and increase its focus on pollution in recent years, political rights and civil liberties have actually deteriorated.
This poses the question of whether increasing wealth is compatible with limited freedom in the long term.
In terms of our investment exposure, countries that have seen their FWI scores fall significantly in the last eight
years are Russia, Turkey and Thailand. In Russia and Turkey this has been due to a deterioration of political rights
as their authoritarian presidents have undermined democratic institutions. The fall in Thailand’s score was due
to the military coup of 2014 which ousted the democratically-elected Shinawtra government. Thailand is still
ruled by a military junta today.
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Corporate Governance
Index Score Breakdown
The Global Competitiveness Index is made up of the following factors:
Basic Requirements

Efficiency Enhancers

Innovation and Sophistication Factors

Institutions
Infrastructure
Macroeconomic environment
Health and primary education

Higher education and training
Goods market efficiency
Labour market efficiency
Financial market development
Technological readiness
Market size

Business sophistication
Innovation

Global Competitiveness Index by Country
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Observations
The majority of countries in our investable universe scored above the average 2017 Global Competitive Index
(GCI) score of 4.3. There has also been a generally improving trend over the last eight years, with a few notable
exceptions.
In terms of the countries where we invest, notable improvements in GCI scores have been seen in the Philippines,
India, Russia and China. In the Philippines and India, this was driven by a sharp improvement in their Basic
Requirements scores, due to improved infrastructure and macroeconomic policies. Russia’s positive trend reflects
an improvement in the governance of institutions and better infrastructure, despite a drop in its Macroeconomic
Policy score.
China’s improvement in the last eight years reflects an increase in both its Basic Requirements score (due
to improvements in its institutions and infrastructure), and its Efficiency Enhancers score (due to improved
education and financial market development). This is very positive for us as China forms a significant part of our
investable universe. Considering our investment exposure, notable examples of countries with a deterioration
in their GCI scores include Nigeria, Brazil and South Africa. Brazil’s and South Africa’s scores fell marginally due
to a rise in their fiscal deficits; in both countries government spending has outstripped economic growth. The
significant drop in Nigeria’s score was also caused by a deterioration of the government’s economic management,
in particular its failure to fully liberalise its currency which has meant that its fiscal deficit and inflation have
increased significantly since the price of oil collapsed in 2014.
15
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Conclusions
Overall, ESG scores for the countries in our investable universe are above the global average. Although they have improved
over the last eight years, there is a large variation in scores between countries and regions. In aggregate, emerging Europe
scored the highest across environmental, social and governance factors with an improving trend. South Asia had the lowest
aggregate score with a flat to slightly improving trend.
In terms of our investment process, this analysis has clear implications for our approach to ESG in a number of countries
where there are areas of concern. High-risk countries include Bangladesh (environmental), Russia (social), Thailand (social),
Turkey (social) , Nigeria (governance) and Brazil (governance) due to their low or declining scores. As result, when meeting
the management teams of companies that are based in, or operate in, these countries we need to be particularly cognisant
of the specific risks in these areas. It is also important to note, however, that China (environmental), India (governance), and
Indonesia (governance) have seen notable improvements in their scores in the last eight years. This should improve the long
term sustainability of returns for our holdings that operate in these countries.
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A New Era for Sustainability Reporting
The last two decades have seen a rise in genuine commitment to sustainability by companies and,
more recently, by retail and institutional investors. Investors realise that how a company performs on
a number of ESG-related issues can limit downside risk and create upside opportunities. The lack of
homogeneity and credible certification of the information reported by corporations, however, can hinder an investor’s ability to practice ESG integration at its fullest. Surveys have found that up to 80% of
investors are dissatisfied with corporations’ sustainability disclosure and this tends to be particularly
true for emerging markets investors, given that EM corporations tend to lag in this area. Despite having
developed our own ESG integration tools, which have helped us overcome some of these difficulties,
we believe that a lot can be done to make ESG disclosures simpler, measurable, more standardised
and therefore more effective.
As a team that has been integrating
ESG factors into its process for the
last eight years we have been looking
carefully at these developments
and believe that the creation of the
Sustainability Accounting Standards
Board (SASB) and its work has the
potential to become a sea-change in
the world of finance.
Research from the SASB has found that
over 70% of the information published
in sustainability reports is redundant.
Investors and other stakeholders are in
fact often confused by the information
in ESG disclosures as it is difficult
to compare ESG performance across
companies. The reported information
sometimes appears to have no
connection to the company’s business
or products, making it difficult to
assess its importance. In addition,
it can omit risks and opportunities
that are material to the business and
to society, despite dozens - or even
hundreds - of pages of less relevant
data. While there are data vendors that
sift through openly available material
in an attempt to present a company’s
ESG record, this is merely a ‘proxy’ for
information reported by the company
itself and does not have the objectivity
of audited financial information.
17
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Mostly immaterial: 75% of ESG disclosure

Material
25%

Non-Material
75%

in the US market, the standards developed are useful for
any organisation looking to report on sustainability in an
integrated manner and the standards have scope to be
adopted globally. SASB has accomplished three goals:
1) SASB has provided a definition of materiality within
sustainability reporting: in essence, which activities a
corporation can carry out that create or destroy value over
the long term and are therefore worth reporting. So far, there
is strong evidence that the share price performance of those
corporations that do well in the ESG areas that are deemed
material by SASB tend to outperform;

Source: SASB, 2017

SASB was developed and incorporated in July 2011. Since
then, it has followed a rigorous, evidence-based and marketinformed process to develop and issue provisional standards
for 79 industries. In 2017, SASB restructured itself to
ensure greater independence and objectivity, mirroring
the organisational arrangement that exists at the Financial
Accounting Foundation (FAF) and the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB).
In the new model, an entity called the SASB Foundation
is responsible for finances and governance while the
SASB Board is responsible for setting the accounting
sustainability standards. The end result of this process has
been the development of industry-by-industry standards
for the reporting of key sustainability issues to be used in
issuers filings. Whilst SASB is being developed primarily

HIGH

The community of corporate ESG reporting has been working
to respond to this challenge with new frameworks such
as integrated reporting (a single report which combines
financial and ESG aspects, with a description of the firm’s
future value-creation capabilities), and various guidelines.
Within this background, one initiative that really stands out
and has the potential to revolutionise the world of corporate
ESG performance reporting comes from SASB.

6.01%

1.96%

LOW

One solution to the current state of ESG reporting is to
create universal standards that measure ESG corporate
performance, are objectively deemed material to a
company’s financial performance and are certified by an
independent and competent organisation. At present there
are few, if any, standards in the field of ESG reporting (i.e.,
reporting methods that include the certification of the final
report, conducted by a specially-accredited organisation).

Stock returns (in annualised alpha)
by type of sustainability performance

-2.90%

0.60%

LOW

HIGH

Performance on
material factors

2) SASB has de facto created the notion of “sustainability
accounting”: this refers to the measurement, management,
and reporting of ESG corporate activities; in essence they
have created standardised metrics that are specific to 79
industries;
3) SASB’s work has created the conditions for a clearer
path towards audited integrating reporting: today there are
four major accounting firms that audit approximately 99%
of the world’s market cap, but if for non-financial reporting
there is no such apparatus. Audits are often performed by
small boutique sustainability consultants who are often
poorly paid. Even the ‘big four’ are paid far less to audit nonfinancial information compared to financial information.
Investors would benefit from a requirement for audited
integrated reports that contain both financial and nonfinancial information. Auditors say this cannot occur because
there are no standards available to perform such an audit,
but now those standards exist.
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The SASB’s sustainability topics are organised under five
broad sustainability dimensions:
1. Environment. This includes corporate impacts on the
environment.
2. Social Capital. This relates to the perceived role of
business in society.
3. Human Capital. This addresses the management of a
company’s human resources (employees and individual
contractors) as key assets to delivering long term value.
4. Business Model and Innovation. This addresses the
impact of sustainability issues on innovation and business
models.
5. Leadership and Governance. This includes regulatory
compliance, and regulatory and political influence.

In terms of its standards-setting activities, SASB has taken
a systematic approach to ensure that the five dimensions
listed above identify industry-specific sustainability factors
that are likely to have a material impact. It aims to provide
disclosure guidance for issuers that is material, comparable
and useful to investors when making their decisions.
To achieve these objectives, the SASB standards are
evidence-based, market-informed and industry-specific.

Environment
• Green House Gas (GHG) emissions
• Air quality
• Energy management
• Fuel management
• Water and wastewater management
• Waste and hazardous materials
management
• Biodiversity impacts

Business model and innovation
• Lifecycle impacts of products
and services
• Environmental and social
impacts on assets and
operations
• Product packaging
• Product quality and safety

Social capital
• Human rights and community relations
• Access and affordability
• Customer welfare
• Data security and customer privacy
• Fair disclosure and labelling
• Fair marketing and advertising

Leadership and governance
• Systematic risk management
• Accident and safety
management
• Business ethics and transparency
of payments
• Competitive behaviour
• Regulatory capture and political
influence
• Materials sourcing
• Supply chain management

Human capital
• Labour relations
• Fair labour practices
• Diversity and inclusion
• Employee health, safety, and wellbeing
• Compensation and benefits
• Recruitment, development, and
retention

Source: SASB, 2017
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Environment

Leadership
and
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Universe of
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and innovation

Social
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Human
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INFORMATION
Objectives

Material
decision - useful
cost-effective

PRESENTATION

Standardised

Criteria for
topic selection
• Potential to
affect value
creation
• Of interest to
investors

• Relevant
across an
industry
• Actionable by
companies

Principles for
metric selection
• Fair
representation
• Useful
• Applicable
• Comparable

•
•
•
•
•

Complete
Verifiable
Aligned
Neutral
Distributive

• Reflective of stakeholder consensus

Fundamental Tenets of SASB’s Approach
Evidence-based

Industry-specific

Market-informed

APPROACH

Source: SASB, 2017

Evidence-based approach means that SASB assesses
whether sustainability topics are likely to be of interest to
the reasonable investor, and whether they are reasonably
likely to have a material impact on the financial condition or
operating performance of the company.
Although evidence-based research provides a foundation for
SASB’s standards-setting process, the outcomes are market
informed, in essence shaped in large part by feedback from
participants in the capital markets—i.e., corporate issuers
and mainstream investors. SASB actively solicits input
and carefully weighs all stakeholder perspectives when
considering which aspects of a sustainability topic warrant
standardised disclosure and in determining how to frame,
describe, and measure those aspects for the purposes of
standardisation.

For example, when it comes to the financial sector the SASB
has developed a seven-sub-sector set of metrics for: 1)
commercial banks, 2) investment banking & brokerage, 3)
asset management and custody, 4) consumer finance, 5)
mortgage finance, 6) insurance, and7) exchanges.
For commercial banks there are quantitative and qualitative
metrics such as 1) “impact lending”, which measures loans
to entities that seek to generate measurable, positive social
impact alongside financial results; 2) the percentage of
loans that have been subject to norms-based selection
filters; 3) the number of data security breaches and the
percentage which involved personal identity information;
4) the number of legal and regulatory fines associated with
industry regulation and whistle-blowing actions; 5) how the
company assesses risks to its loan portfolio presented by
climate change, natural resource constraints, human rights
concerns, or other broad sustainability trends.
It is very important to understand that the process of
integrating ESG goes far beyond that of analysing and
comparing metrics. First of all, active ownership, in terms
of voting and engagement on key corporate actions, and
strategy are equally important, but perhaps even more
important is the effort fund managers need to make to
maintain a constant active dialogue and close relationship
with a company’s management. We believe that is the only
way to truly understand and assess a firm’s culture and its
real aptitude towards ESG and sustainability factors. No
metric will replace that.

Metrics are all industry specific. Analysing the materiality of
sustainability information requires an understanding of the
specific impact of business on society and the environment,
as well as the impact of sustainability challenges on
business. Companies operating in a specific industry
are more likely to have similar business models and use
resources in similar ways. They are also therefore likely to
have similar sustainability risks and opportunities. Because
SASB develops sustainability accounting standards that
are industry specific, financial analysts - who also evaluate
corporate performance within an industry context - can
easily integrate and assess material sustainability factors
alongside financial fundamentals.
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Our view on dual share classes
In meetings we are frequently asked whether or not we think that dual share classes are fair to minority
shareholders. Dual share classes refer to the issuance of various share types by the same company. A
dual share class structure typically consists of a Class A and Class B share with different voting rights.
One class of share has greater voting rights and is for the company’s family/founder(s)/management
while the other share class is offered to the general public with normal voting rights. Dual share classes
therefore generally result in a small group, typically related to the founders of a company, maintaining
control without actually owning the majority of the shares. In that way it differs from the much more common “one share, one vote” equal voting rights system. We think there are arguments in favour of having
a dual share class structure, at least for some limited time, but it is important to be aware what motives
lay behind it, and to carefully assess the risks involved.
Company examples
Many companies have adopted dual share class governance structures. They are becoming more widespread, particularly
among companies in the Information Technology sector, and Alibaba, Facebook and Google are examples of technology
companies that have chosen to adopt this structure. The question of dual share classes is as relevant for developed markets
as it is for emerging markets and we believe that it is helpful to use developed companies as examples of where the dual share
class structure has been a success.

Google
Google, for instance, has multiple share classes; Class A shares are held by regular investors, while Class B shares
are held by insiders and do not trade on public markets. Class B shares carry 10 times as many votes for the
founders versus those of Class A shares. In 2012, Google also introduced Class C shares which come without any
voting rights at all. These shares are typically employee-granted stock or additional shares granted to existing Class
A shareholders.
In the Initial Public Offering (IPO) letter from 2004, Google’s co-founder Larry Page explained that the choice offered
by a dual class share structure helps Google’s management to control long term strategic decisions and protects
the company from hostile takeovers:
“In the transition to public ownership, we have set up a corporate structure that will make it harder for outside
parties to take over or influence Google. This structure will also make it easier for our management team to follow
the long term, innovative approach emphasized earlier. The Class A common stock we are offering has one vote per
share, while the Class B common stock held by many current shareholders has 10 votes per share. The main effect
of this structure is likely to leave our team, especially Sergey and me, with increasingly significant control over the
company’s decisions and fate, as Google shares change hands. After the IPO, Sergey, Eric and I will control 37.6%
of the voting power of Google, and the executive management team and directors as a group will control 61.4% of
the voting power. New investors will fully share in Google’s long term economic future but will have little ability to
influence its strategic decisions through their voting rights.”
Extract from Google IPO Letter 2004:
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1288776/000119312504073639/ds1.htm
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Alibaba
Alibaba is an example of a company in the emerging markets universe with a partnership structure similar
to the dual share class structure. Alibaba has a separate entity, Alibaba Partnership, which consists of 36
partners and owns a minority stake in the company of approximately 14%. The partners have the right to
nominate the majority of the company’s board of directors which means the structure allows the partnership
to stay in control of the company’s board and strategic direction. Jack Ma, the founder and Chairman of
Alibaba, has said that the partnership structure aims to preserve the company’s culture and help avoid
short term behaviour at the expense of long-term growth. In comments made when the company was
preparing for the IPO in 2014, Ma explained that he wants Alibaba’s culture, business models and systems
to last so that the company can achieve long term sustainability and still exist well into the 22nd century.

Novo Nordisk
While dual share classes are on the rise among emerging technology companies, this is not the only industry in
which they are found. The Danish pharmaceutical company Novo Nordisk a good example of a company with a
dual share class structure outside of technology.
In Novo Nordisk’s case, Class A shares are owned by the Novo Nordisk Foundation and have higher multiple
voting rights than Class B shares. Similar to Google, the Class A shares are unlisted and have voting rights that
are 10 times greater than those of the ordinary B shares. The Foundation explains the arguments for this special
share class structure as follows:
“The Novo Nordisk Foundation awards grants and Novo Holdings A/S, the Foundation’s wholly-owned subsidiary,
manages the Foundation’s commercial activities.
This special share structure with A shares with multiple voting rights defends the companies in practice against
any hostile takeover and ensures that the companies can plan their activities on a long-term basis and remain in
Danish ownership. This places a special responsibility on Novo Holdings A/S to manage its controlling interest in
the best interests of Novo Nordisk A/S and Novozymes A/S and with due respect for the interests of the minority
shareholders.”
Extract from Novo Nordisk’s website: http://novonordiskfonden.dk/en/content/ownership-and-subsidiaries
The diagram below from the foundation’s website illustrates Novo Nordisk’s shareholding structure:

Novo Nordisk Foundation
Novo Holdings A/S

Institutional and private
investors

75.5% of votes
28.1% of capital

24.5% of votes
71.9% of capital

A shares
537m shares

B shares
1,963m shares
Novo Nordisk A/S

Note: Treasury shares are included in the capital but have no voting rights
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Short-termism
As we discussed in our ESG annual report in 2016, the
pressure for short termism is a substantial hurdle for
companies looking to integrate sustainability and long
term thinking into their planning and investment decisions.
Listed companies face increasing pressure from market
participants obsessed with short term earnings and this can
lead to company management teams under-investing in long
term growth. As described above, in some industries, dual
share classes are particularly common and what we see in
these industries is that it is crucial to take a long term view
and invest heavily in research and development (R&D) and
innovation; – they are the “winner takes all” sectors. The
success of high-tech companies depends on whether or
not they can continually innovate and launch new products
and services to stay ahead of the technology curve. Similar
arguments can be made for pharmaceutical companies
that have to invest in R&D in order to secure the long term
sustainability of their drug pipelines and businesses.
Undertaking large investments in R&D comes with risk and is
not necessarily something that always appeases short term
shareholders. As such, a company with a dual share class
structure can allow management to focus more on long term
value creation for the company and its shareholders.
Arguments for and against dual share classes
In our view, there are arguments for the use of dual share
classes for certain companies, but it is crucial to look at
the underlying motivation of a company’s management
team the ultimate decision makers. We believe that giving
management the ability to emphasise long term thinking,
value creation and freedom to think about the sustainability
of the business is the best argument in favour of the dual
share class system. It can also prevent short term activists
from taking measures to temporarily boost profits through
cutting investment, increasing gearing, taking bonuses and
buybacks, or planning a hostile takeover of the company.
Our investment process places a lot of emphasis on
researching the quality of management teams and their track
records of integrity in order to create shareholder value. As a
result, we rarely feel the need to question strategic decisions
– such as rationale for spending on specific R&D projects or
new technologies – made by a management team. We trust
them to make these decisions as, in most cases, we believe
they have more experience and insight than we do. We can
therefore understand management’s desire to be able to
focus on the long term horizon rather than succumbing to
23

short term pressure from capital markets. We can therefore
understand management’s desire to be able to focus on
the long term horizon rather than succumbing to short term
pressure from capital markets.
While there are arguments for dual share classes, we think
it is important to recognise that dual share class structures
come with risks for minority shareholders. The potential
for agency problems and conflicts of interest between
management and shareholders is a risk for companies
with this type of structure. Dual share classes mean that
company insiders bear smaller financial consequences of
their decisions as they hold a relatively smaller equity stake
in the company. Essentially, the company’s family, founders
or management controls the majority of the votes without
bearing the majority of the risk.
Due to the risks associated with these governance structures
it is critical to assess the quality of a company’s management
and corporate governance. The primary way of integrating this
analysis into our company research is through our investment
checklist. In our checklist we analyse management’s track
record when it comes to integrity, creating shareholder value,
innovation and long term thinking. We also look at how
management treats its key stakeholders and how quickly
and thoroughly they have handled any negative issues in the
past.
One area that requires particular attention when looking at
dual share class companies is management remuneration.
Research has found that, on average, management teams
of dual class companies are more likely to receive higher
compensation to the detriment of outside shareholders.
We pay a lot of attention to proxy voting and management
compensation is one of the areas where we have most often
voted against management.
Succession planning is another risk area that we examine
in detail, especially for dual share class companies.
Inevitably, the founders or management of a company will
eventually retire or sell their stakes in the business. We place
considerable emphasis on understanding and engaging with
companies regarding succession planning and the long term
sustainability of the business.
As a firm, RBC GAM supports a one share one vote structure,
where dual share classes are already in place. RBC GAM
would prefer that, in line with the Companies Creditors
Arrangement Act (CCAA) ‘sunset provisions’ are in place,
protecting founders and allowing them to think long term
without simply passing their shares on to their children; who
may not be as talented/long term oriented.

Our Approach to Responsible Investments

How do annual reports help us in our ESG analysis?
ESG analysis is often assumed to be undertaken primarily through engagement: meeting with industry
experts, stakeholders and, most importantly, senior company management. Engagement is certainly vital but we also find that a detailed review of the financial statements can make a significant difference
to our understanding of companies’ ESG credentials and sustainability positioning. The most important
factor for us when examining financial accounts is to look for evidence of investment in the business:
research and development (R&D), infrastructure, and the latest technology.
Businesses face significant challenges due to the markets’ obsession with a company meeting its target
for next quarter’s earnings.
One of our favourite companies is
a Taiwanese IT company that has
consistently been at the cutting edge
of technology, and is one of the very
few companies in the IT sector that has
managed to have a sustainably high
return on investment. How have they
achieved this?
The company has always understood
the importance of investing in R&D
for the long term sustainability of the
business and has never taken short
cuts to boost profits in the near term.
It has been prepared to reinvent itself
and invest in new areas such as cloud
computing, clean energy, data storage,
and automation. The key reason why
this company has been so successful is
that it has consistently been spending
7%-8% of sales on R&D per annum and
employs some of the best engineers in
Taiwan.
The relentless demand for profit
growth leads management teams to
under-invest in long term growth. The
remuneration of many CEOs is tied
to factors like short term earnings
rather than to longer term metrics.
This can lead to damaging practices
which destroy value, such as short
term bonus schemes, questionable
accounting practices, balance sheet
leveraging, under-payment of tax,
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inappropriate share buyback schemes
and other financial engineering
techniques.
Under-investment and excessive focus
on short term results will inevitably
weaken the competitive position and
sustainability of the returns generated
by a company.
In this respect, it is always interesting
to look back several years to assess
how a company has stood the test of
time.
There are a number of factors that we
look at to help us distinguish between
well and poorly governed companies.
For example, one area we analyse is
the volatility of margins over specific
time periods. This can help to identify
businesses that have long histories of
disappointing returns with occasional
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bright periods, or businesses that
require constant growth just to
survive. ‘Accounts receivable’ can
provide evidence of buying market
share. ‘Accounts payable’ can give an
indication of supplier relationships,
and ‘accounting policies’ can indicate
how conservative companies are.
One ‘red flag’ for us is low tax rates;
companies can go to surprising lengths
to achieve lower tax rates. Other
examples of red flags include unusually
high margins, changes in auditors,
unexplained growth rates, complicated
group structures, high employee
turnover, delays in corporate results
announcements, high intangibles and
persistent equity issuance.
We are particularly wary of companies
where a major shareholder has
business interests outside of the listed

company. In these cases, we closely
analyse related-party transactions or
other payments such as royalties.
The examination of financial records
can alert us to any other potential
future liabilities, and even to risks
that a company may face with regard
to its social licence to operate (SLO).
A company’s safety records, details
of any strikes, environmental issues
and legal provisions are all factors
which can indicate future challenges.
We do not consider a review of a
company’s Report & Accounts as just a
‘box-ticking’ exercise; it is a way to
use all the evidence available to us
to build as full a picture as possible
and to focus on companies where
management embraces sustainability
and ESG principles.

Our Approach to Responsible Investments

Corporate culture for value creation
We believe that a great culture sustains a great business and that great management sustains, and is
sustained by, great culture.

The key issue in this area, however,
is that while the largest majority of
leaders agree with the idea that a
healthy and productive culture is a
defining element of business success,
so many companies have impressive
mission statements and a set of wellarticulated core values alongside
very “toxic” workplaces. Over the
years, we have met many CEOs who
have great expertise in the areas of
product design, capital structure and
selling their products but who view
the people in their businesses as a
very low priority. This often translates,

at the very least, into high employee
turnover and a loss of productivity
and innovation which, in the long run,
undermines the competitive position
of a company and its ability to generate
sustainable returns for shareholders.

There is often too much talking and
thinking about corporate culture and
too little action. One of the key risks is
that the notion of ‘corporate culture’ in
itself becomes so non-descript that it
becomes almost worthless.

Employee’s engagement improves financial results.
16%

Companies with a formal employee engagement program

All others

14%
Year-over-year percent change

In terms of sustainable value creation,
one of the most, if not the most,
important factors in the success
of an organisation is its culture.
Organisational culture can significantly
influence the performance and
effectiveness of a company, the morale
and productivity of its employees, and
its ability to attract, motivate, and retain
talented people. Unfortunately, many
leaders are unaware of the significant
impact of culture. Those who are
aware are often overwhelmed by the
extensive, and sometimes conflicting,
information available on culture, or
they are unsure about how to build and
sustain cultures effectively. In order to
achieve the best results, it is imperative
that leaders see cultural development
as one of their key tasks. As investors,
we often engage with companies in
this area as we want to ensure that it
is well understood by management
teams and clearly incorporated as part
of their goals.

12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
-2%
Annual company revenue

Revenue from customer
Overall sales team
Improvement in annual
referrals
attainment of annual quota customer service cost

Source: Aberdeen Group, August 2015

Top Fortune 100 best companies to work for outperform.
12%

11.40%

10%

BEST COMPANIES PERFORM NEARLY

2x BETTER

THAN THE GENERAL MARKET

8%

6.40%

6.39%

Russell 3000

Russell 1000

6%
4%
2%
0%
-2%
Fortune 100 Best

Source: Russell Investment Group, 2016. Performance 1998 - 2015
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We attempt to mitigate this risk by
defining practical areas of materiality
within this topic and research these
areas as much as we research a
company’s financial statements or
competitive position.
Engagement
with management teams on this topic
is a key activity in any due diligence we
carry out on prospective investments.
We identify specific questions that
must be answered if, in our opinion,
the company hopes to create a
workplace that works. There are clearly
many questions - and many ways to ask
the same question - within this area
and we have included those we think
are most important in our investment
checklist - our key tool for integrating
ESG into our process. The five crucial
questions we ask, and the answers we
hope to receive are listed belor.
What is the culture of the firm?
Both management and employees of
a company should be able to provide
a definition or a general description of
the firm’s culture. In March 2017 we
carried out a research trip to Taipei and
visited one of the companies in which
we are invested.
On the main wall of the lobby, there
was an eye-catching sign which read:
Winning isn’t everything; it’s the only
thing. During the meeting with the
CEO, we asked what was meant by the
sign.
The response was that he liked the
sign and that it had been there for the
previous two decades. He felt that it
embodied the culture of the company
he had created and reflected his own
personality: ‘aggressive, yet humble
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and with a mild appearance’.
The CEO went on to explain that, in
his experience, it is important to set
aggressive, ambitious goals which
need to be clearly understood by all
employees. Employees need to be
driven, and the company needs to
have the right incentives in place to
keep its employees motivated. It is also
important for employees to be able to
challenge one another in a respectful
way.
Clearly there is no single winning
formula for a culture to be successful.
Culture cannot just be a collection of
well-intentioned HR practices; it has
to grow out of distinctive business
practices. This can vary by country,
industry and the personalities of the
management and employees who
comprise an organisation. What is
important, however, is to know exactly
what an organisation stands for and
why it is expected to be a success in the
market-place. Many of the successful
companies we meet display a strong
identity and can explain to us what
makes them different.

How innovative is the culture of the
firm and management?
Innovative cultures do not create
themselves, they need to be created.
While fancy perks are nice to have,
working at a company that helps
people realise their full potential can
be a lot more meaningful. One powerful
tool for creating a culture that supports
innovation is incentives and rewards.
Most companies calculate bonuses
and make promotion decisions based
on how well people perform in relation
to revenue growth on the core products.
If traditional incentive systems are still
in place, introducing meaningless,
clichéd value statements will only
increase the frustration of managers
and employees. The management
of a Hong Kong-based international
company we owned recognised this
and once told us during a meeting
that eradicating out-dated types of
incentive based on poor (or a lack of)
innovation is always the most difficult
thing to change. One of the key
changes made by the company was
to introduce more delegation which

A subtle daily reminder of the company culture

Our Approach to Responsible Investments

has meant that the lead time of new ideas to market is a lot
faster. The CEO has delegated more decision-making power
to country level management. As a result, the company is a
lot less bureaucratic than before. Often managers express
their support for innovation verbally but they do little in
practice and most do not list innovation goals in their
employees’ annual plans. As such, if people know that they
will not be rewarded or recognised for innovation, they will
not pay much attention to it.
Some of the most successful businesses we own measure
and incorporate innovation specifically in the KPIs of top
and mid-level management. Having owned some of these
businesses for many years we have seen a good degree of
correlation between their “innovation” indices and their
market position and related operating results.
Is the company addressing all key stakeholders? How are
all the stakeholders of the business treated?
As Paul O’Malley says in his online article on ‘Value Creation
and Business Success’, the most successful organisations
understand that the purpose of any business is to create
value for customers, employees, and investors, and that
the interests of these three groups are inextricably linked.
Therefore, sustainable value creation cannot be created
for one group unless it is created for all of them. A strong
organisational alignment is therefore needed to create
value and the culture of a company is at the foundation of
that organisational alignment. Companies that emphasise
clearly defined cultures that are aligned with value creation
enjoy better performance, greater financial gain and long
term employee commitment. The most critical element in
any strategy is its translation into reality and the only true
measure of success is in its execution. One of the key factors
which can determine successful strategy implementation is
an alignment between strategy, culture and all stakeholders.
How does the company engage employees?
There are clearly many ways to engage employees and when
we put this question to the management of the companies
we meet, we are not looking for the perfect answer; rather,
we want to make sure that the management has considered
this aspect fully and that it is among its key priorities. Over
time we have found that one important way to make people

feel valued at work is to empower them to feel and act like
‘owners’.
Management needs to learn how to weave that ownership
mentality into the workplace by creating new opportunities
for employees, and then providing them with the freedom
to succeed. A culture of personal accountability (and the
rewards related to that culture) can be fostered by creating
an environment where the workforce is given the opportunity
to make a difference, and people want to make a difference
at work. This ownership mentality is the key factor that
incorporates this sense of purpose into a company’s culture
by setting up programmes that can make a positive impact.
Does a company’s management think about the long
term? Is it prepared to sacrifice short term profit to lay the
foundations for future growth?
It is a lot easier to maintain high levels of energy and morale
at a company when everything is going well, but the reality
of competition today is that long term success is virtually
impossible without short term set-backs. Strategies take
time to work successfully, and managers need time to
develop their own capabilities and those of their employees.
While it is important to achieve short term results as a way to
test new approaches and build confidence, this needs to be
put into the context of long term value creation.
Returning to the Taiwan-based company we met in March in
Taipei, the CEO also referred to the culture of his company
– aggressive but humble - as the ‘glue’ of his company. It
is what makes the company endure the bad times and what
leads to sustainable value creation in the long term. For
example, when the economy is down, he and his employees
see that as an opportunity to become more aggressive. It is
the time for the company to focus more on advertising at
the time when competitors are weaker, even if that can hurt
profitability (and employees’ bonuses) in the short term.
This is ‘humble aggression’.
Naturally, these concepts are closely linked to the calibre
of the management of a company. A great culture sustains
a great business; great management sustains - and is
sustained - by great culture.
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Modern Slavery and the Issues with Low Cost
Sourcing
“No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be
prohibited in all their forms”
Article 4 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

Modern slavery is one of the most
serious human rights issues of our
time. It is a complex crime which
can take many forms. It can range
from intentional trafficking of people
for commercial gain to child labour
and even forcing people to work in
hazardous circumstances for no pay.
According to the 2016 Global Slavery
Index (GSI), it has been estimated that
45.8 million people are in some form
of modern slavery in 167 countries.
Despite the efforts of governments and
NGOs around the world, the problem
continues to grow.
Modern Slavery in Emerging Markets
The issue of modern slavery is
especially prevalent in emerging
markets. GSI findings show that the
countries with the highest absolute
numbers of people in modern
slavery are India, China, Pakistan
and Bangladesh. Furthermore, as
illustrated in the chart below, the
countries with the highest proportion
of the population in modern slavery are
North Korea, Uzbekistan, Cambodia,
India and Qatar. The statistics for
child labour are even more alarming.
The Child Labour Index, produced by
global risks advisory firm Maplecroft,
rated 68 countries as ‘extreme risk’,
with Bangladesh, China, India, Nigeria
and Pakistan among the worst.
According to the International Labour
Organization (ILO), there are 215
29

million children working throughout
the world. Of these, 115 million are
victims of child labour and almost half
of them work in hazardous conditions.

The chart below shows that the
majority of child labour cases are in the
emerging markets.

Estimated proportion of population in modern slavery by country
Est. % of population in modern slavery

What is Modern Slavery?
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Source: Global Slavery Index, 2016

Child Labour Breakdown by Geography
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Source: Global Slavery Index, 2016
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Events over the last five years have really brought modern
slavery to the forefront. For example, In Bangladesh, the
collapse of the eight storey Rana Plaza factory complex in
Dhaka resulted in 1,100 fatalities. In Thailand, the seafood
industry came under fire after investigations showed
widespread slavery, trafficking and violence both on the
fishing boats and in onshore food processing factories. Three
quarters of migrants working on Thai fishing vessels had been
in debt bondage working to pay off an obligation. In China, a
worker at GCL Footwear in Shenzhen committed suicide after
being fired due to a long-running dispute between workers
and management. The corporate and investor communities
need to acknowledge that these practices are occurring.
Low-Cost Sourcing
Modern slavery issues are a cause for concern in global
supply chains. It has been estimated that 60% of forced
labour occurs in supply chains. These instances are prevalent
in industries such as agriculture, construction, hospitality
and consumer goods. Many corporates turn a blind eye to
modern slavery to avoid the potentially costly consequences
of having to launch an internal investigation. Studies have
found that the lower the cost of sourcing, the lower the
associated labour rights. As illustrated in the chart below,
between 1989 and 2010, the real price of a square metre of
apparel entering the USA declined by 48%. Subsequently,
the labour rights score declined. These issues cannot be
ignored and need to be addressed.

Steps Taken To Avoid Modern Slavery
Modern slavery and human rights issues are very hard to
detect in emerging markets for the following reasons:
A. Weak Law Enforcement – in some countries, there is a
lack of enforcement of regulations and laws relating to
slavery.
B. Cultural Differences – Suppliers in some countries such
as Myanmar and Cambodia (where it is legal for children
aged between 14 and 16 to work four hours a day) may
feel that they are supporting the local community by
employing children.
C. Workers’ Perceptions – Workers may not necessarily
identify themselves as victims of modern slavery. If they
are working illegally, they may not speak up due to the
fear of employer retaliation and punishment. Some
employers may even convince workers that they are
illegal. There is also very little guidance for workers on
how they can speak out as there is no obvious platform
for them to raise their concerns.

Decline of Labour Rights Scores

Source: Amer, Blair & Blasi, (2013) Toward Joint Liability in
Global Supply Chains: Addressing the Root Causes of Child
Labor Violations in International Subcontracting Networks,
Comparative Labor Law and Policy, 35 (1), pp. 1-43
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Despite the difficulty it is important, as investors, that we
are very cognisant of modern slavery practices especially in
the supply chain. We take this issue very seriously and have
a rigorous process to ensure that we avoid businesses that
support modern slavery for the benefits of low-cost sourcing.
We are constantly engaging with management teams and
suppliers and when we do investor research trips, site and
factory visits are a crucial component of our due diligence.
We also have a comprehensive checklist where certain
questions allow us to focus on modern slavery issues and
ensure we only invest in companies that are committed to
building a sustainable value chain.
In the Strength and the Sustainability of the Franchise
segment of our checklist, there are two relevant questions:
When assessing evidence of cutting corners, it is important

21

Has there been any evidence of cutting corners?
(e.g., cheap contractors, child labour, poorer quality materials to save money)

22

Does the company address environmental and
social factors responsibly? Is there a formal policy
on these matters?

to fully understand the practices of smaller, indirect
suppliers further down the chain. Many companies use
third party agents to manage various parts of the process
so when we conduct our bottom-up due diligence, we need
to understand a company’s due diligence process regarding
agents and indirect suppliers; the audit process is an
important part of our process. We engage with management
teams and suppliers frequently and ask questions relating
to sub-contracting and the average length of a company’s
relationship with its sourcing factories. We engage regularly
with all our portfolio companies on health and safety and
any potential improvements they might implement. We also
put a strong emphasis on factory visits when we conduct our
due diligence on potential investments as this gives us a
good understanding of working conditions.
A formal policy regarding social factors is also particularly
important when addressing modern slavery concerns. We
focus on companies that have a formal Responsible Sourcing
Policy. The stronger companies in emerging markets often
have an oversight committee to ensure that the value chain
is sustainable, efficient, effective and compliant.
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Many of these companies partner with not-for-profit
organisations such as the Supplier Ethical Data Exchange
and the Ethical Trading Initiative to tackle issues that cannot
be addressed by individual companies working alone.
In the Management Quality section of our investment
checklist, we address stakeholder management. The
key focus here is on supplier engagement: how often the
company visits direct supplier factories and what kind of
audit is conducted. We also focus on human resource
management. Engagement of employees and worker
remuneration is particularly important when identifying
issues regarding labour rights. Badly-managed workplaces
with sub-standard labour conditions are also inefficient,
unproductive workplaces. When we conduct our onsite
due diligence for potential investment companies, we try to
speak to as many people as possible from the organisation.
When visiting factories, we try to speak to the workers to
get a sense of the training they receive, the benefits and
the general working environment. This gives us a good
indication of the corporate culture and how a company
engages its employees. We examine employee turnover
trends, as high attrition rates may point to issues regarding
the treatment of employees. We also spend a lot of time
looking at compensation and how this compares with the
average in the industry. In many emerging markets, low
pay and long overtime hours are embedded in the business
culture and are considered normal. Such issues can lead
to employee fatigue and lower productivity. We want to
invest in companies which take a longer term approach
and are willing to invest in their labour force and provide a
sustainable working environment, regardless of the impact
on shorter term profits.

7

Is the company addressing all key stakeholders?
How are all the stakeholders in the business
treated?

8

How do they engage employees?

11

Are employees paid enough?

13

Does management think about the long term? Is
the company prepared to sacrifice short term profit
to lay the foundation for future growth?

Our Approach to Responsible Investments

In the Corporate Governance section of our checklist, Audit is
a tool we use to address modern slavery concerns. Audit has
emerged as the dominant tool for tackling labour standards
in the supply chain. Although we recognise that audits do not
always get to the heart of pressing ethical issues, especially
if factories remove evidence of slavery before auditors arrive,
we do believe the following questions, used in conjunction
with our other checklist questions, are a useful tool in
determining whether unlawful labour practices are being
used. Specifically, we have found that if a company changes
its auditors or signs auditors in a different country to audit
its key business operations, red flags are raised which would
lead us to investigate further.

21

Have we seen a change in auditors?

22

Signing an auditor in a different country to key
business operations
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Integrating Sustainability into
our Investment Process
ESG case studies
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Hanon Systems - Positioned to benefit
society
When considering ESG in our investment process we do
not merely focus on the social, corporate governance and
environmental aspect of current practices, we also take
into consideration how a company extends its lifespan by
investing in products that will make a difference to society in
the future. In other words, how sustainable, innovative and
cutting edge are a company’s products?
Korea’s Hanon Systems, we believe, is a company which
meets those criteria.
Established in 1986 as Halla Climate Control, a joint venture
between Ford Motor and Korea’s Mando Machinery Corp,
the company started producing radiators for Hyundai Motor
Group. Since its establishment, Hanon has dedicated its
efforts to the development and production of high-quality
climate control systems for vehicles. The company’s
relentless efforts in the research and development (R&D) of
innovative proprietary technology is the driving force behind
its technological excellence. Hanon dedicates over 4% of its
sales revenue to R&D per annum and Hanon’s four global
R&D centres, based in North America, Germany, the Czech
Republic and South Korea, have continued to deliver cuttingedge automotive climate control systems. Today Hanon
Systems is the third-largest producer of climate control
systems globally with a 13% market share, but is effectively
one of only two global suppliers who provide complete
automotive thermal systems solutions.

As the company’s own website explains, in a world where
the fight against climate change and global warming remains
a top priority, the automotive industry plays a key role in
providing innovation and technology to help reduce the
emissions, pollutants and carbon footprints of vehicles.
At Hanon Systems, eco-friendly and efficient products
are developed that encourage and enable automotive
manufacturers to create vehicles which combine long-term
sustainability and value. Hybrid, electric and fuel cell vehicles
are three areas that are driving the low-impact agenda and
helping to reduce the world’s carbon footprint. Hanon
Systems has created cutting-edge components and vehicle
systems for a market that demands ‘greener’ vehicles. In
an effort to reduce the use of environmentally unfriendly
refrigerants in air conditioning (AC) units, Hanon Systems
has developed breakthrough technology in alternative
refrigerant systems which is helping to reduce further the
negative environmental impact of vehicles.

Source: Hanon Systems

Source: Hanon Systems

IHS Markit data shows that, globally, the top four climate
control manufacturers have 65% of the entire market and
of those, only two that can provide the full spectrum of ecofriendly climate control systems (EV compressors, battery,
thermal energy management systems and heat pumps).
Hanon Systems is one of those top two and is set apart
from peers by its thermal management systems. European
automotive component manufacturers have been foused
on diesel vehicles and were very late in getting exposure
to electric vehicles (EV) and were weak in hybrid, electric or
hydrogen vehicles.
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Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) climate
control systems are very important for electric vehicles.
This is because the car’s power train consumes 60% of the
lithium-ion battery (LIB) and the AC consumes the rest. So
in an eco-friendly era the AC system is terribly important.
Emission standards will soon measure fuel consumption
with the air conditioning unit switched on. This will not only
increase fuel consumption but, more importantly for electric
vehicles, AC usage will impact the driving range (the length
of time the car will run on a fully charged battery). Hanon
is paving the way in a new product called the heat pump
which can extend the driving range of an EV by 30%-50%.
This is especially relevant in winter. The heating system in a
car with an internal combustion engine is a by-product of the
engine and costs nothing, but in electric vehicles there is no
combustion, so additional energy is needed to produce heat.
Hanon’s heat pump captures the by-product from the battery
motors, electronics and compressors themselves and uses
this energy to heat the car. This, in turn, extends the driving
range by 30%.
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Given the technological challenges involved in creating
climate control systems, it is therefore unsurprising that
HVAC has been ranked ahead of anti-lock braking systems
(ABS), aerodynamics and diesel engines as the most
innovative technology in automotive history.
Hanon’s vision of being a global leader in innovative thermal
and energy management solutions drives the company
culture. This culture permeates throughout the whole
organisation and can be summed up by a message to the
investment community from CEO In Young Lee on Hanon’s
company website:
Being a global company no longer refers only to a company’s
geographic footprint. Instead, it highlights the responsibility
of a company to be global in outlook and to incorporate a
more holistic approach in its business conduct, operations
and decisions. A company’s stakeholders are not just its
customers and employees, and a company’s focus should
never be solely based on profits.
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Kimberly-Clark de Mexico
Kimberly-Clark de Mexico (KCM), a personal products
producer, started its operations in Mexico in 1949, becoming
the leader in most of the categories in which it operates.
KCM believes that making the best products through strong
innovation, serving customers and vendors well, dealing
fairly with employees, and having strong environmental
values has enabled the company to become the undisputed
market leader. The role of the CEO and the leadership team
has been crucial to the integration of sustainable business
practices into the organisation. Sustainability and company
ethics are key items for senior management. Every unit
sets goals for social and environmental outcomes which
has enabled the company to significantly improve its
performance in all areas.

•

Strong investment culture: KCM is ready to sacrifice
short term profits to improve its long term positioning
within the industry. Given the low labour-intensity
of this business, KCM is constantly investing in
technology for more efficient production processes
especially for water and energy usage. An increased
variety of product offerings also requires improved
machinery. KCM has been spending approximately
MXN 1.5bn a year since 2012, to improve efficiency,
which has enabled the company to become the
lowest-cost producer in the industry in Mexico. For
example, KCM announced MXN 1bn in cost savings
by improving its technology and processes in 2016

•

Partnership with Kimberly-Clark Corp (KCC):
Company executives are in constant contact with
their counterparts in the United States but are
allowed to make their own decisions, governed by
their in-depth knowledge of the Mexican consumer.
In 1991, for example, the company issued 17 new
products, including gender-specific diapers in five
age-related segments, a new kitchen towel, three
new sanitary product offerings, two new larger-sized
and coloured paper napkins, new notebooks, and
new toilet paper dispensers

KCM’s long term vision is focused on achieving sustainable
results that translate into profitable, sustainable growth
through constant value creation in the 3 dimensions of its
sustainability strategy:
1. Economic value for shareholders and stakeholders:
Kimberly-Clark has been delivering strong and stable
returns since it began operating in Mexico, with returns
significantly above cost of capital. KCM’s strong value
creation has been created and sustained by:
•

Innovation: KCM considers innovation as key to its
strategy. As a result of its innovative culture KCM is
the only company that has a product in each tier of
every market category. This has enabled the company
to be a market leader in different categories

2. Strong stakeholders engagement:
•

Strong employee focus: The sustainability agenda is
a highly valuable tool for connecting people across
the business as it motivates and engages staff.
Kimberly-Clark is a good example of this as it shares
a significant part of its profits with employees. Since
2014, Kimberly-Clark has shared approximately
15% of net earnings each year with its employees.
As a result, staff turnover is low, at below 12%. The
average length of service is 9.3 years which is above
the national average

•

Diversity: KCM is committed to non-discrimination
and equal opportunities. The percentage of women
in executive positions is extremely high, steadily
increasing from 20% in 2012 to 36% in 2017. This
is far above the average for Latin America where only
10% of executive positions are held by women.

Product Market Share
91%
62%

63%

65%

70%

70%

46%
20%

29%

34%

Source: Euromonitor
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3. Strong environmental performance: The initial focus
was on energy efficiency, water usage and chemical
waste. After the first review in 2000, it was clear that
the cost savings, resulting from the initiatives, were
having a strong impact on the company’s profits.
KCM’s production sites work with full adherence to its
environmental policy; examples of this are the water and
air management systems as well as the increased use of
recycled fibre:
•

•

•
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Recycled fibre: KCM invested significantly in
technology to increase its use of recycled fibres. In
2000, the company used almost no recycled fibres
but now the level has reached 65%
Energy efficiency: within its business risk analysis,
KCM recognises the importance of implementing
measures to mitigate climate change risk. In that
context, KCM reduced its greenhouse gas emissions
by approximately 20%
Water usage: water is essential to the manufacture,
delivery and use of KCM’s products and services.
Thanks to strong processes and technology, KCM
has managed to reduce its water consumption by
approximately 30% per metric ton since 2007
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Source: KCM company annual & sustainability reports. LB=Base
Line

The company has even worked with Greenpeace to refine its
environmental policy regarding timber procurement. Putting
its sustainability strategy into action, KCM has improved its
relationship with environmental NGO, the WWF. At the parent
company level, in 2003 KCM started requiring third party
fibre certification for companies in its supply chain.
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Marico – The Importance of Supplier
Relationships
Marico is a leading consumer company in India operating
in the beauty and wellness space. It is also present in 24
other countries across emerging markets and has developed
several brands in the following categories: hair care, skin
care, edible oils, health foods and male grooming. Two of
Marico’s biggest and most famous brands are Saffola edible
oil and health foods and Parachute coconut hair oil.
The philosophy at Marico is to “be more, every day”, a
goal which was created with the intention of transforming,
in a sustainable manner, the lives of all the stakeholders
it touches including suppliers, farmers, distributors or
shareholders, by encouraging and empowering them to
maximise their true potential.
In our view, one of the most unique aspects of Marico is the
company’s strong relationships with its suppliers and farmers.
In this case study we are therefore looking specifically at the
relationships Marico has with its farmers. Marico’s ‘Farmer
First’ policy is a key corporate social responsibility (CSR)
initiative for the company. Agricultural produce forms the
majority of Marico’s raw materials. For this reason, being able
to drive consistent initiatives to improve the well-being of
farmers is a prime motivation behind Marico’s sustainability
efforts. Marico’s engagement with agricultural producers
has deepened over time, and the company has empowered
farmers to strengthen their production systems, and multiply
yields on a sustainable basis. These initiatives are primarily
directed towards coconut and safflower growers in India.
Saffola and safflower farmers
Saffola, one of Marico’s most well-known brands, has several
products including edible oils, oats, rice and salt. Edible oil
in particular is a key product as about 20% of Marico’s total
sales are attributable to Saffola Edible Oil. The brand has
over 60% market share in the premium refined edible oil
market in India.

A key ingredient for Saffola is safflower seeds. Marico is
India’s largest buyer of safflower seeds and has 32,000
farmers under contract.
Marico’s company philosophy extends to its farmers and the
relationship goes beyond merely fulfilling sourcing needs.
Marico’s representatives collaborate with farmers to improve
crop cultivation and offer technical guidance throughout the
crop cycle on how much to sow and what kind of fertiliser
to use based on weather conditions, soil quality and other
inputs. The company provides support to ensure that good
quality sowing seed is available and spreads awareness on
‘best practices’ to be adopted during the crop cycle. Regular
seed-sowing classes are taught by selected influential and
progressive farmers to spread the practices to other farms
in the area. Marico’s model contract also provides farmers
with a guaranteed, predetermined ‘fair price’ for seeds.
Farmers are offered market rates whenever prices rise, and
a guaranteed price if they should fall. The company has
been instrumental in the introduction of new technological
solutions for safflower production and has improved
productivity in India.
As a result of these initiatives, farmers have been able to
improve significantly the seed replacement rate from 0.07%
to 31%. The higher seed replacement has resulted in a 2%
increase in oil content from 29.5% in 2011-12 to 30.15% in
2015-16. While this increase is incremental, oil remains the
major input for which all oil seeds are grown, so any increase
in the percentage of the oil leads to a major increase in
income for the farmers.
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Parachute and coconut farmers
Marico generates more than 30% of its revenue from its
Parachute brand coconut oil products. The coconut oil that
Marico produces and sells is edible but can also be used on
hair and skin. As the top brand in its category, Parachute has
more than 50% market share.
Marico has developed uniquely robust relationships with
coconut farmers over time.
In order to make a difference to the lives of its farmers, Marico
shows coconut growers how to increase productivity, thus
creating long term crop sustainability and higher returns.
Over the last ten years, Marico has set up collection centres
within a 20km-30km radius of its production facilities so
that small farmers can supply Marico directly. The centres
not only reduce transportation times but also provide the
farmers with a guaranteed buyer for their produce. Farmers
are also given guidance about how to produce coconuts
of the right quality in order to receive the maximum price
for their products. Marico has helped farmers to automate
the dangerous and lengthy process of harvesting coconuts
and drying and extracting the oil for Parachute. The farmers
who adopted Marico’s best practices early have seen an
improvement in productivity of up to 25%, and to date the
programme has benefitted approximately 7,700 coconut
farmers.
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Mondi –The Importance of Environmental
Responsibility
Mondi is an integrated paper and packaging group. It is
mainly involved in the manufacture of packaging paper,
converted packaging (including corrugated packaging) and
office paper. Mondi has approximately 100 production sites
across more than 30 countries, with key operations located
in central Europe, Russia, North America and South America.
The philosophy at Mondi is to deliver innovative and
sustainable packing and paper solutions every day.
The
company wants to invest in high quality assets and
grow responsibly, not only by inspiring talent within the
organisation, but also by ensuring that it is aware of the
environmental impact of its operations.
One of the most unique aspects of Mondi, in our view, is the
company’s strong focus on the environment, specifically
forests. Wood is one of the most important raw materials
for the company. The company sees itself as having a key
responsibility to ensure that all the forests from which it
sources wood are managed in a way that secures their long
term biological integrity, social value and productivity. This is
achieved by the methods set out below:

the forest management process. This includes the
University of Stellenbosch’s Mondi Ecological Network
Programme research involving extensive assessment
of ecological networks on Mondi’s land. The company
has also partnered with the University of Pretoria’s
world-renowned Forestry and Agricultural Biotechnology
Institute to protect the forests from disease and to
enhance the tree improvement programme in South
Africa.
D. The Sustainable Working Forest - The working forest
concept was developed by Mondi so that stakeholders
could understand the positive contribution that
sustainably-managed commercial forests make to
the environment. Sustainable forests can contribute
to a better climate by absorbing carbon dioxide and
providing clean air, regulating water and protecting
healthy soils. They provide employment, livelihoods,
food and wellbeing. The annual harvests do not exceed
annual growth, providing a continuous supply of forest
products. For example, in Russia, the boreal forests are
vitally important, both nationally and to local people, for
providing food, recreation and support for many species,
alongside numerous other forest products and services.

A. Certification and Compliance – Mondi meets the global
standards for sustainable forest management. The
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certification has been
an important part of its approach and, as a result, all 2.3
million hectares of owned and leased forests in Russia
and South Africa have maintained the FSC and ISO
14001 certification standards as of 2016. Mondi also
has an active part in FSC plantation meetings and has
always emphasised that the “one size fits all” approach
must evolve.
B. Biodiversity – Mondi continues to commit itself to protect
and enhance biodiversity. At least 25% of its forest land
is kept for conservation. There is a strong focus on water
resource protection and fresh water ecosystems. All of
the forestry operations have ecosystem management
plans in place. Furthermore, biodiversity data is fully
integrated into the operational procedures.
C. Science Management – Mondi has participated in
a variety of collaborative projects that contribute to
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Engagement Cases

•

Over the course of 2017, we have made a conscious
effort to ask Korean companies to increase their dividend
payout ratios. Many Korean companies have extremely
low dividend payout ratios which date back to the days
when many companies hoarded cash. This was because
the companies were either still growing, their business
was cyclical, or they were family concerns with cross
holdings which meant that they were financing other
businesses. Korea’s payout ratio of 20% is the lowest in
the world, and even at 10x price/earnings Korea’s yield
is only 1.7%. Consequently Korea’s return on equity
(ROE) is depressed due to a record amount of cash in
corporate balance sheets, driven by the increased gap
in operating cashflow and capital spending. When we
met these companies in Seoul, we always encouraged
Korean corporates to increase their payout ratios and
return the cash to shareholders. There is a long way to
go but in the last 18 months we have seen a meaningful
increase in payout ratios in Korea

•

We value innovation at a firm as we believe it cements
the franchise value, and we would expect a company to
invest a good proportion in research and development
(R&D). In a recent meeting with the founder of a Chinese
packaging company we highlighted the fact that we
believed too little was spent on R&D; we hope to see a
commensurate increase in the company’s R&D spending
in due course

Our approach to engagement is to encourage an in-depth
private dialogue with the companies in which we invest
which, over time, will lead to the establishment of long
term relationships with management teams. This is in line
with our investment philosophy and process where we see
ourselves as long term owners. We believe that engagement
is much more likely to have a positive impact where we have
been able to build a strong, long term relationship with
management.
Initially we adopt an holistic approach to engagement.
Our aim is to assess a company’s overall sustainability
positioning; in other words the company’s culture and
management attitude towards ESG factors. No company is
perfect, and we are generally able to identify areas where we
believe we can make suggestions to effect positive change.
We firmly believe that our engagement efforts have made
a difference to our long term returns. We have engagement
discussions with current or potential investee companies on
an on-going basis. Examples of engagement in 2017 include
the following:
•

One governance factor we have been increasingly
focused on in recent years is stock incentive
programmes. In principle, we want management and
employee incentives to be aligned with our interests
as minority investors. If incentives programmes are
not correctly structured, particularly Employee Stock
Option Programmes (ESOPs), we believe it can result in
short-termism, excessive risk-taking or dilution of other
shareholders. Our ideal ESOP structure is one where
shares are bought in the open market and awarded to
management and employees for specific operational
performance, measured over a period of five years or
more. We routinely engage with companies that have
ESOPs that issue in-the-money options, those that are
not linked to operational performance, or those awarded
for performance measured over a period of less than five
years

•

Recently we have engaged with a leading Taiwanese
manufacturer of bicycles and a China-based company
leader in the surveillance industry, advocating for better
financial and corporate sustainability disclosure. While
both companies have high standards of governance, we
believe that the standard of their disclosures is lower
than we would expect given their new status as strong,
globally-recognised franchises
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